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ABSTRACT

SPROUTS (Structural Prediction for pRotein fOlding
UTility System) is a new database that provides
access to various structural data sets and inte-
grated functionalities not yet available to the com-
munity. The originality of the SPROUTS database is
the ability to gain access to a variety of structural
analyses at one place and with a strong interaction
between them. SPROUTS currently combines data
pertaining to 429 structures that capture represen-
tative folds and results related to the prediction of
critical residues expected to belong to the folding
nucleus: the MIR (Most Interacting Residues), the
description of the structures in terms of modular
fragments: the TEF (Tightened End Fragments),
and the calculation at each position of the free
energy change gradient upon mutation by one of
the 19 amino acids. All database results can be dis-
played and downloaded in textual files and Excel
spreadsheets and visualized on the protein struc-
ture. SPROUTS is a unique resource to access as
well as visualize state-of-the-art characteristics of
protein folding and analyse the effect of point muta-
tions on protein structure. It is available at http://
bioinformatics.eas.asu.edu/sprouts.html.

INTRODUCTION

The production of point mutation in a sequence is now
routinely performed in molecular biology laboratories
since the development of protein-engineering techniques.
In the field of fundamental research, it is widely used in
order to verify whether a given amino acid belongs to the
folding nucleus supported by the �F value determination
initially proposed by Fersht (1,2). Indeed mutations may
have unexpected yet significant impact. For example, an

overexpression of eukaryotic sequences in Escherichia coli
may produce inclusion bodies instead of soluble globules.
One way to avoid this problem is to create random muta-
tions, hoping that the solubility will be increased.
However, one has to check whether the proposed muta-
tions have dramatic effects such as greater instability
which may lead in some cases to an unfolded protein or
to inclusion bodies.

If protein stability changes upon point mutation have
given rise to the development of prediction programs such
as the ones used in this work, few data have been collected
and proposed to the scientific community. One can cite the
Protherm database (3) which contains thermodynamic
experimental data including free energy changes or the
Protein Mutant Database (4) which includes references
to mutant proteins from the literature, but no database
devoted to the collection of stability changes prediction
exists, to the best of our knowledge. There exists few data-
bases devoted to protein folding, a field in great expansion
[see for example Protein Folding Database (5)] but none
provides free energy calculation or the two original con-
cepts we propose, MIR (Most Interacting Residues) and
TEF (Tightened End Fragments). Therefore, a database
containing predictions of stability, and their evaluation,
supports critical applications of both fundamental and
experimental research.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

MIR prediction

MIR prediction is achieved as follows (6). An algorithm
devoted to the simulation of the early steps of protein
folding has been developed. It is based on a (2,1,0) lattice
coupled with a Monte Carlo algorithm. Amino acids are
distributed at random on the nodes of the lattice from
which they can move to an unoccupied node. Initial and
final conformation energies are calculated with the
Miyazawa and Jernigan potential of mean force (7) and
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the Metropolis criterion is applied either to validate the
move or not. The simulation is stopped in the early stages
of the process, typically 106 Monte Carlo steps, and this
process is repeated 100 times with different random initial
conformations. The Number of Contact Neighbours
(NCN) in the lattice for each residue is periodically
recorded and averaged over the simulation times. It pro-
duces a mean number of first neighbours for each amino
acid of the protein structure reflecting the level of interac-
tion involved. All amino acids above a given threshold of
first neighbours are called MIR. Hydrophobic at more
than 90%, MIR statistically correspond to the residues
constituting the cores of the proteins (6). The algorithm
can be run on the RPBS server (8). More details are avail-
able on the help section of the website: http://bioinforma
tics.eas.asu.edu/springs/Sprouts/projectsSproutsFAQ.
html#faq_MIR.

TEF assignment

Structures are all analysed under the principle of a succes-
sion of fragments with their ends close in the 3D space
with a typical distance between their alpha carbons below
10 Å. The idea is related to the paradigm of the autono-
mous folding units (9). Indeed, Berezovsky et al. (10) have
demonstrated that structures can be split in successive
fragments of mean length of 25 amino acids. These frag-
ments have been previously described as closed loops (11).
Moreover other studies have concluded that the extremi-
ties of the previous closed loops were occupied by hydro-
phobic residues highly conserved among members of a
functional family at the so-called topohydrophobic posi-
tions (12). The assumption is that these ends are located at
the core of the globular protein and we have already
shown that they are close to MIR positions (6). Finally,
the conjunction of closed loops and topohydrophobic
positions has given rise to the TEF (13). See the help
section of the website: http://bioinformatics.eas.asu.edu/
springs/Sprouts/projectsSproutsFAQ.html#faq_TEF for
more details.

Stability calculation

Stability is evaluated by five programs publicly available:
DFIRE (14), two versions of I-Mutant (15), MUpro (16)
and PoPMuSiC (17). Other methods exist but have been
rejected due to some restrictions: CUPSAT (18) was not
available in a stand-alone version and the current version
of FoldX (19) only computes mutations to Alanine. Eris
(20) and AUTO-MUTE (21) were not published at the
time we began our project (February 2007). The evalua-
tion of the five tools is accomplished by reference to
Protherm (3) the only database providing experimental
data. It collects information from the literature over per-
turbation of stability due to point mutation, on the basis
of free energy change. A score is produced in order to
homogenize the various algorithms from –19 for very
stable positions (in other words, a mutation is unexpected)
to the theoretical upper limit of+19, corresponding to
very unstable position. This latter case has not been evi-
denced, a consequence of the optimization of wild-type
sequences due to evolution. Finally, we also developed a

consensus which is a mean of the stability scores given by
the five tools. In the case where one single piece of infor-
mation is missing, this consensus is not calculated.

Construction of the database

SPROUTS is designed to support various studies that
involve stability computations. Protein structure analysis
is computationally expensive, as the execution time is typi-
cally of 5 hours for one sequence. Besides, on most of the
sites of the algorithms that are used in this study, one
query corresponds to one single mutation, therefore the
user needs to fill 100 requests for a sequence of 100 resi-
dues (considering that the tool processes all the 19 possible
mutations which is not the case for all of them).
The database is organized in three tables: Tools, Proteins

and Results which gather information on 429 proteins
(77 124 amino acids) with prediction of free energy differ-
ence changes for each residue and each possible mutation
computed for the five tools previously described.

Querying the database

Inquiries are done with a PDB code (22). The algorithm
name, the position to mutate and the mutation can be
selected at will. The default parameters return the free
energy change for all substitutions, on all positions, for
the five algorithms. One can decide to reduce the query to
one given mutation at one single position for one of the
tools. Figure 1 represents the query interface with the
1gmp structure selected and default options.
In addition, one can select the number of results per

page and also results regarding their interpretation of
��G, i.e. whether the mutation is more favourable in
terms of energy than the wild-type residue or not.

Visualization

The output can be visualized in tables which collect all the
raw results, i.e. ��G, and that can be downloaded by the
user. Two visualization modes enhance the access to
the results: a 2D mode displays graphs that summarize

Figure 1. Query interface of SPROUTS with 1gmp as selected structure
and default options.
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the stability score whereas a 3D mode represents the
results directly on the 3D protein structure.

2D mode. The stability graphs summarize the stability
score for a whole sequence and for designated tools.
Because the stability score curves are very sharp and
hardly interpretable, a smoothing option has been set by
default. Based on the Pascal triangle method, this techni-
que takes into account the neighbourhood of a point (four
neighbours from each side of the point in this case) redu-
cing the number of peaks. The counterpart is the loss of
accuracy but it helps to localize the regions of interest. The
upper window in Figure 2 shows the type of graph one
can obtain on the server and the information related to
the TEF assignment and MIR prediction. The stability
graph is useful to visualize and quickly localize the
sequence regions very sensitive to mutations. Indeed, if
almost every mutation has a destabilizing effect, the
score will be close to –19. Conversely, if almost any muta-
tion has a stabilizing effect, the score will be positive. The
ability to distinguish these extremes is of great importance
as it highlights the positions that should play a role in the
folding of the structure.

3D mode. The third visualization mode benefits structural
biologists who are more accustomed to manipulating 3D
structures and objects. This feature offers the possibility to
display the structure in 3D and to emphasize the three
sources of information contained on the server. First,
one can represent the stability score of each alpha
carbon of the protein with a colour gradient in the range
red for –19 up to blue for +19. Secondly, MIR can be
represented as partially transparent purple spheres around
designated alpha carbons. Finally, the best way to repre-
sent TEF is colourizing the cartoon representation of the
structure. Each colour is associated to a different TEF and
when an overlap occurs, the intermediate colour between
the two ones involved is drawn. The present representa-
tion may give too much information to be easily inter-
preted and we are currently working on a more
sophisticated query process to capture the minimal data
required by a user to answer his question. The lower
window in Figure 2 shows an example of the 3D applet
with the 1gmp structure.

Use case

We illustrate the use of the database with a use case.
A typical question SPROUTS can answer regards the fea-
sibility of designing a stable mutant for a given protein
without weakening its structure. In particular, it can
inform on the positions critical to the maintenance of
the structure and that should not be mutated. The exam-
ple of a ribonuclease from Streptomyces aureofaciens
(PDB code: 1gmp) illustrates this case. We present here
a summary of this use case and a fully detailed version is
available as Supplementary Data and available at http://
bioinformatics.eas.asu.edu/sprouts-case.html.
The query process consists in selecting the 1gmp struc-

ture in the PDB code field and using the default options as
illustrated in Figure 1. As we are looking for highly desta-
bilizing mutations on any position along the sequence,

parsing the raw results is a tedious task. Indeed, it results
in 48 pages combining 9101 different ��G which can
however be downloaded in ‘csv’ format for further analy-
sis with any spreadsheet manager software.

The development of different visualizing modes has
been initiated to reduce the time needed to retrieve,
parse and analyse the results and answer the type of ques-
tion we are formulating here. By clicking on the 2D mode
button in the main result page, a pop-up appears and the
user can locate the positions of interest along the whole
sequence. Figure 2 shows the pop-up window with the
results obtained for the DFIRE and I-Mutant sequence
+ structure tools on the queried protein. We focus on two
tools in order to simplify the description of the querying
and analysis scenario. The smoothing process has been
applied at the exception of the N- and C-terminal ends,
because of the window size on which data are smoothed.
The user is looking for positions corresponding to stability
score minima and these characteristics are emphasized in
the graph zone. Note that the sequence position number-
ing displayed goes from 1 to 96. One can count 11 minima
for DFIRE on the following positions: 7, 20, 28, 37, 44,
52, 56, 71, 81, 86, and 92. I-Mutant sequence + structure
have 12 minima on the following positions: 7, 11, 22, 27,
35, 44, 52, 56, 60, 71, 82, and 93.

If one now looks at the MIR prediction located under
the graph zone on the MIR line with the character M as
residues predicted as MIR, residues 8, 22, 36, 57, 58, 70,
71, 86, 89, 91, 92, and 96 are concerned. In the worst case,
if one does not include any flexibility by retrieving only the
exact matches, the sole residue 71 is considered as a mini-
mum of stability for both tools and characterized as a
MIR. Moreover, if one looks at the TEF assignment
(TEF fragments are represented on two lines TEF with
strings of T), this position corresponds to a TEF end.
Indeed, it confirms the structural importance of this
amino acid as it has been demonstrated that TEF ends
are located in the core of the protein and thus play a
role in the maintenance of its conformation (13). When
computing the solvent-accessible surface, it appears that
Ile71 is completely buried, with a relative accessible area
of 0%. Finally, in the 3D mode pop-up, this position
corresponds to one of the purple spheres located in the
core of the protein on the middle strand of the b sheet.

As the smoothing process decreases accuracy, one can
introduce a deviation window of�1 residue for the agree-
ment between each tool and MIR prediction. We also
computed a consensus limited to both tools (DFIRE
and I-Mutant) which is completely different from the con-
sensus tool described in the ‘Materials and methods’ sec-
tion. Here, it determines the average position of the
minima characterized by both tools. However, if a posi-
tion is found by a single tool, we keep its value to define
the consensus as this position. We then compare it with
MIR results also authorizing a deviation window of�1
positions and calculate the sequence separation between
the MIR and consensus positions. Table 1 summarizes all
this information and the introduction of deviation in our
analysis highlights six other positions of interest that do
not match exactly all the conditions but are still worth
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considering. All the details regarding the validation of
these positions are presented in the Supplementary Data.

The conclusion of the study case is that we can define
which positions are very sensitive to mutation, participate

in the maintenance of the protein structure and are highly
conserved among structural families, with a degree of flex-
ibility of one or two residues around a precise position.
For 1gmp, these positions are ‘around’ residues: 8, 22, 36,

Figure 2. Results obtained with the 2D and 3D visualization modes for the 1gmp structure. On the upper window, the graphs correspond to
smoothed stability scores along the whole sequence for the DFIRE and I–Mutant sequence+structure tools. The TEF assignment and MIR
prediction are also represented below these graphs. The lower window contains a view of the 1gmp structure with the Jmol applet. The stability
score for each amino acid is represented by a small sphere whose colour goes from red to blue corresponding to a score in the range of –19 to+19.
The MIR prediction is symbolized by semi–transparent purple spheres on the designated residues and the TEF assignment is characterized by the
different colours on the cartoon representation.
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57, 71 86, and 92. We hypothesize that mutating these
amino acids would result in highly unstable protein struc-
tures and should thus be avoided.

DISCUSSION AND PERSPECTIVES

SPROUTS development team is actively working at
enhancing this first product. A recent update with about
300 new entries corresponds to roughly 64 families of at
least four members, highly divergent in sequences, as the
sequence identity is at most 30% between any pair of a
family. From this data set a structural alignment has
already been performed and the information on positions
occupied only by hydrophobic residues is known (12). It
has been shown that these positions statistically corre-
spond to the folding nucleus (23). In addition to a main-
tenance plan to add more data in the database, a process
of automatic submission for any sequence or structure is
under development. We are also planning to design a deci-
sion process to guide the user in deciding which tool to use
regarding the protein being studied and the type of query
requested. Finally, adding other structural data such as
solvent accessibility, hydrophobicity and secondary struc-
tures is considered. SPROUTS database is available at:
http://bioinformatics.eas.asu.edu/sprouts.html.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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